Salute to an African Leader; President Bourguiba of Tunisia

5/3-5/61
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Good pix

Shot List
0-  #3
1'-  Credits
13'-  Title
22'-  Arrival at air field, with full military honors
70'-  President John F. Kennedy (JFK), First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy, Bourguiba at air field exchanging greetings
95'-  Leave for Blair House (motorcade: JFK, Bourguiba)
120'- Bourguiba tours Washington (no JFK)
200'- White House State Dinner
240'- Bourguiba at the Senate (no JFK)
350'- Mosque (no JFK) Bourguiba visits
400'- Press Club luncheon (no JFK) Bourguiba visits
440'- JFK, Bourguiba, Rusk walking around White House grounds
470'- JFK's remarks at the White House Public Papers 1961 #164
529'- State Dinner
559'- NY City (no JFK) Bourguiba visits UN
718'- End action